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MPN Wins Support of Neurocam International

Dear Sir/Madam:

As a duly appointed representative of Neurocam International, I am
taking the opportunity to voice the support of the entire Neurocam
family for your operation. In the contemporary age of sexual
repression, NI supports groups like MoPornNorthampton which seek to
expose anti-sex reactionaries for the busybodies and blowhards that
they are. NI has observed a number of groups internationally in this
regard and found you worth of their support.

Sincerely,
Ulysses Lazarus
Operative
Neurocam International

OMG.. did you apply or did

Submitted by anonymous pervert on Sun, 2006-11-05 17:23.

OMG.. did you apply or did this come unsolicited?

» reply

We don't even know what it

Submitted by admin on Sun, 2006-11-05 19:07.

We don't even know what it is. Let us know if you figure it out.

We're pretty sure we're extremely flattered.

Jennifer

» reply

Wiki it

Submitted by anonymous pervert on Sun, 2006-11-05 19:47.

Wiki it

» reply

How interesting. Mr. Lazarus

Submitted by anonymous pervert on Mon, 2006-11-06 02:01.
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How interesting. Mr. Lazarus sent NoPornNorthampton this comment
today...

Author: Ulysses Lazarus...
Email Address: ulysseslazarus@neurocam.org
Home Page: http://www.neurocam.org

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Comment:
I am writing this short note to inform you of the support that
Neurocam International gives to your cause. In the contemporary age
media omnipresence, NI supports groups like NoPornNorthampton
which seek to raise consciousness about the effects of media. NI has
observed a number of groups internationally in this regard and found
you worthy of their support.

Sincerely,
Ulysses Lazarus
Operative
Neurocam International

» reply

Lookout, Ulysees! They're

Submitted by anonymous pervert on Mon, 2006-11-06 05:14.

Lookout, Ulysees! They're gonna publish a map to your door!

» reply

To Whom It May

Submitted by anonymous pervert on Mon, 2006-11-06 16:41.

To Whom It May Concern:

Neurocam International no longer houses a mirror site at neurocam.org.
We can now be found only at www.neurocam.com.

Sincerely,
Ulysses Lazarus
Operative
Neurocam International
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Input format

Math Question: What is 2 + 1?: *

Please solve the math problem above and type in the result. e.g. for 1+1, type 2
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